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We study the relative effectiveness of top-down (TD) and bottom-up (BU) strategies for
forecasting the aggregate demand in a production planning framework. The aggregate
demand series is composed of several correlated subaggregate components (or items),
each of which is assumed to follow a stationary time series process, which is correlated
over time. As is common in a production planning environment, it is assumed that
exponential smoothing is used as the forecasting technique under both strategies. We
analytically show that there is no difference in the relative performance of TD and BU
forecasting strategies when the time series for all of the subaggregate components
follow a ﬁrst-order univariate moving average [MA(1)] process with identical
coefﬁcients of the serial correlation term. We then perform a simulation study to
examine the case when the coefﬁcients of the serial correlation term for the
subaggregate components are not identical. It is found from the simulation study that
the difference in the performance of the two forecasting strategies is relatively
insigniﬁcant when the correlation between the subaggregate components is small or
moderate.
& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We study the relative effectiveness of top-down (TD)
and bottom-up (BU) forecasting strategies for estimating
the aggregate family demand, which comprises several
statistically correlated subaggregate components. Each
subaggregate component (or item demand) is assumed to
follow a univariate ﬁrst-order moving average [MA(1)]
process. In the BU strategy, the forecast for each
subaggregate component is determined individually and
the aggregate demand forecast is then obtained by
summing the component forecasts. In the TD strategy,
on the other hand, the subaggregate time series components are ﬁrst aggregated to determine the aggregate
demand. The forecast of the aggregate demand is then
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directly determined using the historical data for the
aggregate demand. The popularity of this strategy is
based on the fact that the ﬂuctuation of data from one
source (or subaggregate component) may be offset by
data from the other sources. As a result, the overall
variability of the aggregate demand series is reduced, and
thus improving the forecasting accuracy (McLeavey and
Narasimhan, 1985, p. 67; DeLurgio, 1998, p. 729; Muir,
1983, p. 7).
The research literature on TD versus BU strategies can
generally be categorized into two paradigms. The ﬁrst
paradigm uses an economics framework and assumes that
the statistical properties of the subaggregate time series
components are known perfectly and that the available
data are free from measurement errors. In this case, the
optimal forecast can be obtained using the appropriate
ARIMA model (Wei, 1993, p. 86). Most of the research
based on this paradigm is from the economics literature
and they generally arrive at the conclusion that the BU
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strategy may not do worse than the TD strategy in
estimating the aggregate demand or the data series at
the family level (Aigner and Goldfeld, 1973; Dunn et al.,
1976; Kohn, 1982; Rose, 1977; Tiao and Guttman, 1980).
Both TD and BU forecasting would perform equally well
only when the subaggregate components are uncorrelated
and have identical stochastic structures (Rose, 1977;
Lutkepohl, 1984).
The second paradigm, which is commonly used in a
production planning framework, assumes that the datagenerating process is not known a priori. This assumption
is reasonable as, in practice, the decision makers may not
want to spend too much time and effort examining and
deﬁning the characteristics of the data-generating process
prior to determining the forecasting model, as is required
by ARIMA. Besides in a production planning framework,
forecasts are required on a periodic basis, sometimes as
often as daily or even hourly basis. Typically, forecasting is
done simultaneously for several different, but related
items in computerized systems with minimal human
intervention. Therefore, it is quite impractical to determine the optimal ARIMA model for each item. Hence, the
common forecasting technique adopted in this case is a
relatively simple method such as exponential smoothing,
which is easy to implement. Papers in this paradigm
include Barnea and Lakonishok (1980), Dangerﬁeld and
Morris (1992), Fliedner (1999) and Weatherford et al.
(2001).
In this paper, we adopt the second paradigm. All the
earlier studies in this paradigm are based on simulation.
To our knowledge, none of the earlier papers have
analytically investigated the relative performance of TD
and BU strategies in a production planning framework,
when the underlying time series of the subaggregate
components follow an MA(1) process. This paper attempts
to ﬁll this gap and also hopes to provide guidelines for
selecting an appropriate forecasting strategy under particular circumstances.
We analytically show in this paper that the forecast
effectiveness for both TD and BU strategies is identical
when the subaggregate time series components follow
an MA(1) process with identical coefﬁcients of the
serial correlation term. We further perform a simulation
study to examine the case when the coefﬁcients of the
serial correlation term of the subaggregate time series
components are not identical. The simulation study
reveals that the relative superiority of the two strategies
depends on speciﬁc parameters of the time series for the
subaggregate components. However, the difference in the
performance of the two forecasting strategies is relatively
insigniﬁcant when the subaggregate components are
statistically independent or their correlation is relatively
small.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the notation and assumptions used
in the rest of the paper. Section 3 focuses on the
analytical evaluation of the TD and BU strategies. It is
then followed by an analysis of the ﬁndings of the
simulation study in Section 4. Finally, some concluding
remarks and possible directions for future research are
discussed in Section 5.

2. Notation and assumptions
The notation used in the paper are provided in Table 1.
The subaggregate components i ¼ 1, 2, y, N follow a ﬁrstorder moving average [MA(1)] process. Under the MA(1)
process, the time series for subaggregate component i in
period t is mathematically represented as
di;t ¼ mi þ i;t  yi i;ðt1Þ ;

where jyi jo1

The forecasting technique adopted for both TD and BU
forecasting strategies is simple exponential smoothing
(SES). As already mentioned, SES has been widely adopted
in many diverse industries in a production planning
environment due to its simplicity (Gardner, 1990). Moreover, prior surveys indicate that, despite the development
of sophisticated forecasting algorithms, managers continue to prefer relatively simple methods (Sanders and
Manrodt, 1994; Klassen and Flores, 2001).
Under SES, the forecast for the subaggregate component i for period t is deﬁned as
F i;t ¼ ai di;ðt1Þ þ ð1  ai ÞF i;ðt1Þ

(1)

which, through recursive substitution, can also be written
in an inﬁnite form as
F i;t ¼

1
X

ai ð1  ai Þk1 di;ðtkÞ

(2)

k¼1

Under the BU strategy, the forecast of the aggregate
demand for period t is given by
Ft ¼

N
X

F i;t

(3)

i¼1

whereas under the TD strategy, the forecast of the
aggregate demand for period t is
F t ¼ aDt1 þ ð1  aÞF t1

(4)

Table 1
Notation
di,t
Dt

mi
m
N

ei,t

^ t
gij
rij
Fi,t
Ft

a
ai

Value of the subaggregate component i in period t, in units
PN
i ¼ 1di,t ¼ aggregate demand in period t, in units
Expected value of the subaggregate component i, in every period,
in units
Expected value of the aggregate demand in every period, in units
Total number of subaggregate components comprised in the
aggregate demand
Error term for the subaggregate component i in period t, normally
distributed with zero mean [E(ei,t) ¼ 0], variance si2, and zero
autocovariance [Cov(ei,t,ei,(tk)) ¼ 0, for all k6¼0]
PN
i ¼ 1ei,t ¼ error term for the aggregate demand series in period t,
where Cov(t,(tk)) ¼ 0, for all k6¼0
Coefﬁcient of correlation between the subaggregate components i
and j, i.e. between di,t and dj,t. Note that jgijjp1
Coefﬁcient of correlation between the error term of the
subaggregate components i (ei,t) and j (ej,t), jrijjp1
Forecast of the value of subaggregate component i in period t, in
units
Forecast of the aggregate demand in period t, in units
Smoothing constant used in exponential smoothing technique to
forecast the aggregate demand under TD strategy, 0oap1
Smoothing constant used to forecast the ith subaggregate
component under the BU strategy, 0oaip1

